[Impact of mutation rate on the adaptation of gut bacteria].
To study the role of mutator bacteria in the evolution of bacterial populations, we followed the impact of the mutation rate of Escherichia coli strains in the colonisation of the gut of axenic mice and the evolution of the mutation rate of bacterial populations living in the gut. We show that mutator bacteria have an advantage during the colonization. This adaptive advantage comes from their ability to generate adaptive mutations faster than wild type strains, mutations that allow their maintenance in the ecosystem. However, while mutator bacteria are becoming specialised to the environment they are living in, they accumulate mutations that may be deleterious or lethal in secondary environments. By following the evolution of the mutation rate of bacterial populations living in the gut of mice receiving antibiotics, we show that this therapy selects not only for antibiotic resistant mutants but also for mutator alleles that enhance mutation rates and are responsible for the appearance of the resistance. The costs of a high mutation rate, due to the accumulation of mutations, is seen in environments where changes are recurrent. In an ever-changing situation where every change is new, mutator bacteria might help the evolution of bacterial populations.